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“Equal parts essay, performance, and radical philosophy, Reynolds’s latest book extends his inimitable experiment in transversal poetics to the intersecting streams of media, art, and theater, with constant reference to Hamlet. A stunningly inventive, perceptive, and generous act of criticism that will shake loose your habits of perception, challenging you to rediscover that the true thrill of thinking is rooted in the pleasure of being alive.”

—Henry S. Turner, Professor of English, Rutgers University, USA
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Noodling the nodals of intermedial theater has been a passion of mine for a long time. Although recently introduced in theater and performance studies, the term “intermedial theater” could be used to describe much of the work of the Transversal Theater Company, for which I have served as Artistic Director since 2003. Transversal Theater has been inspired by the other theater-makers discussed in this book (Romeo Castellucci, Rodrigo García, Jan Lauwers, Thomas Ostermeier, and William Shakespeare), just as it has been inspired by the theorists featured (Gilles Deleuze, Jean Baudrillard, Félix Guattari, Michel Foucault, and Friedrich Nietzsche), and so it is to all of them, together with my collaborators (most of whom are also members of the Transversal Theater Company), that this book is most in debt. Inspired by the subject matter that is our focus, my collaborators and I have tried to take an intermedial approach—blending aesthetic theories, artistic modes of expression, headspaces, histories, consciousnesses, subjectivities, socio-geographical locations, moments in time, articulatory spaces, and so on—in our production of a book about intermedial theater’s salient properties and the properties that affectively attend to it and emerge from it. In doing this, we have made difference and repetition, in other words, difference and repetition, as well as memory, remembering, and forgetting, and the fugitive explorations they invite, the driving forces to our creative processes. Always viscerallectric (visceral + intellectual + electric), keeping my consciousness motored intensive-extensively, our collaborations brought the writing of this book to positively fractalactic heights that were at times fabulously fractalicious! (fractaling apart + galacticing together + blissful exuberance). To be sure,
the visceralelectrics and fractalactics we achieved together will continue to stream long after the book is forgotten.
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 At Palgrave Macmillan, as always, I received all the support and attention an author could hope for—from Paula Kennedy until she left the press, and then from Jenny McCall and her phenomenal assistant April James, who conscientiously nurtured the book along every step of the production process. Finally, it is an honor to be included in Palgrave’s groundbreaking Performance and Technology series edited by Susan Broadhurst and Josephine Machon.
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